
Long Bio

Betty's Ghost is a Rock, Pop and Dance cover band hailing from Upstate New York. With a
performance that spans decades of classic rock and popular modern music hits, they have a
deep passion for music and a commitment to delivering unforgettable live music experiences.
Betty's Ghost pays homage to legendary rock and pop performances while also sprinkling in
their own style and energy into each performance.

The band is made up of five talented musicians, each with their own unique style and sound.
Lead vocalist and frontwoman Courtney brings a powerhouse voice to the stage, channeling the
raw emotion and energy of music icons from all eras. Lead guitarist Joe is a master of the
six-string, shredding his way through classic solos and riffs with ease, and rhythm guitarist Russ
fills the ambient space with melodic accompaniment. Bassist Barry holds down the low end with
precision and groove, while drummer Jeff keeps the beat driving forward with thunderous fills
and steady rhythms.

Together, Betty's Ghost delivers a dynamic live experience that leaves audiences begging for
more. Whether they're playing for a packed club, rowdy festival audience, or a crowd at a
private event, they’ll bring the same passion and intensity to every show. With their signature
blend of classic hits and modern pop and dance favorites, Betty's Ghost is a band that knows
how to move your spirit all night long.

Short Bio

Betty's Ghost is a Rock, Pop and Dance cover band hailing from Upstate New York. With a
performance that spans decades of classic rock and popular modern music hits, Betty's Ghost
delivers a dynamic live experience that leaves audiences begging for more. Lead vocalist
Courtney brings a powerhouse voice to the stage, lead guitarist Joe shreds his way through
classic solos and riffs with ease, rhythm guitarist Russ fills the ambient space with melodic
accompaniment, bassist Barry holds down the low end with precision and groove, while
drummer Jeff keeps the beat driving forward with thunderous fills and steady rhythms.With their
signature blend of classic hits and modern pop and dance favorites, Betty's Ghost is a band that
knows how to move your spirit all night long.


